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Introduction	
 

This technical documentation considers several possible operational scenarios for 
emergencies in Airport facility management. These operational scenarios are used by the 
Decision Support System for airport emergency management. The analysis is based on the 
“Nikola Tesla” airport in Belgrade. 
 
Previous scenarios considered mainly the fire scenario, while in this report the emphasis will 
be on other types of emergencies, such as bomb threat or hazard material spill. First, a 
description of the terminal T-2 of the “Nikola Tesla” airport will be given. It will describe all 
three levels of the airport building and give insight into the technical systems and devices 
belonging to them, namely: 

 Fire protection system 
 Smoke extraction system 
 Evacuation and access control 
 Emergency lighting system 
 Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system 
 Biohazard protection system 
 Baggage handling line system 
 Video surveillance 
 Flight information display system (FIDS) 

 
After the description of the layout and technical systems, the report will provide information 
about the involved stakeholders and their roles in different types of situations. Then, several 
scenarios will be described with detailed tables of all significant events. Finally, conclusions 
and opportunities for improvement will be given. 

General	 description	 of	 the	 airport	 layout,	 equipment	 and	
stakeholders	
 

Terminal T-2 is primarily intended for passengers on international routes and staff working at 
the airport. It consists of three levels: first floor, ground floor and basement (lower level). 
 
Basement (about 9100 m2) 
 
The basement serves mainly as luggage handling and custom control area and as a waiting 
area for people to pick up arrived passengers. Main rooms in the basement include: 

 The sorting room for arrived baggage (not accessible for the public) 
 The baggage pick-up hall (containing: luggage belts, desks) 
 The passage for custom control 
 The arrival area/waiting area (containing: one café, several shops, restrooms, car 

rental 
 desks) 
 Several rooms that are only accessible for the airport staff (restricted areas). 
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There are two stairways that connect basement and ground floor, one that leads people from 
the passport control in the ground floor to the luggage belts and the other one leading from 
the arrival area to the ground floor. Besides each stairway is as well an escalator. The 
basement has two exits that lead outside from the arrival. Outside of the basement are taxi 
counters and bus stops. 
 
Ground floor (7519 m2) 
 
The ground floor serves mainly as check-in area for departing passengers. It consists of two 
big halls, one to the east side of the building, one to the west side of the building connected 
via a passage. Main rooms in the ground floor include: 

 The sorting room for departing baggage (not accessible for the public) 
 East hall (containing check-in counters, information desks and restrooms) 
 Passage connection east and west hall (containing several shops, cafés and car rental) 
 West hall (containing check-in counters, information desks, several shops and two 

restaurants) 
 Passport control for arriving passengers (separated from the other mentioned parts) 
 Several rooms that are only accessible for the airport staff (restricted areas). 

 
There are two stairways in the middle of the east hall with escalator leading to the first floor, 
one stairway that leads to the basement and one elevator connecting all three levels. In the 
west hall there are several stairs leading to the first floor which consists of balconies with 
offices. Also there is one stairway leading to the basement were the restrooms for this part of 
the building are located. 
 
The ground floor has three exits leading outside in the east hall and two exits leading outside 
in the west hall. Outside of the basement are taxi counters and bus stops. There is another exit 
at the back of the building, located in the sorting room. 
 
First floor (about 12000 m2) 
 
The first floor serves mainly as security check, passport control and departure area. It consists 
of one large hall in front of security check and passport control and the gates to board 
aircrafts. Main rooms in the first floor are:  

 The main hall in front of the security check (containing: two cafés and shops, the 
queue to the security check) 

 The passage from the main hall to the gates (containing: security check and passport 
control) 

 The C-wing of the gates (containing gate C1-6, 1 cafés, several kiosks, waiting 
rooms) 

 The A-wing of the gates (containing gate A1-8, large duty free shop, restrooms, cafés, 
kiosks, lounge, waiting rooms) 

 Several rooms that are only accessible for the airport staff (restricted areas) 
 
There are two stairways from the main hall to the ground floor, accompanied by escalators, 
located in the middle of the main hall. At the point where C and A wing cross is a stairway, 
accompanied by escalators, that leads to the passport control for passengers entering the 
Republic of Serbia. From each gate a door and stairways lead outside to the taxiway. 
The maximum number of people in the whole object is 3500. 
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Technical equipment 
 
The technical equipment that is present at the Nikola Tesla airport is given in the following 
table: 
 
System Devices  
Fire protection system includes devices related to fire incidents 

Actuators: 
 Fire dampers   
 Water curtains   

Sensors: 
 Fire/Smoke detectors (in and on ceiling)  
 Fire damper position  

Smoke extraction 
system 

includes devices related to fire incident and hazardous material evaporation: 
Actuators: 
 Smoke extraction windows  
Sensors: 
 Smoke extraction window position  

Evacuation and 
access control 

includes devices related to evacuation procedure and access to restricted areas  
Actuators: 
 Alarm sirens  
 Automatic doors 
 Escalators  
 Elevators  

 

Sensors: 
 Automatic door stuck  
 Automatic door opened 
 Automatic door card reader 

(operating alarm)  
 Elevator failure  
 Elevator operating  
 Escalator power failure  
 Escalator operating  
 Manual alarm 

Emergency lighting 
system 

includes devices related to indication of evacuation paths 
Actuators: 
 Exit indicator  
 Movement direction indicator  
 Direction indicator for handicapped 
 Level changing indicator  

Heating, ventilation, 
air conditioning 
(HVAC) system 

includes devices related to fire/smoke incident and to the regular air conditioning 
operations 

 Actuators: 
 Fan coil 
 Ventilation blinds  
 Extracting fans  
 Inserting fans  

 

Sensors: 
 Fan coil temperature  
 Ventilation air temperature  
 External air temperature  
 Ventilation blinds stuck  
 Fan coil operating  
 Ventilation blinds position  
 Extracting fan operating  
 Inserting fan operating 

Biohazard protection 
system 

includes devices related to hazard material evaporation incidents 
Sensors: 
 Carbon monoxide detectors 

Baggage handling 
line system 

includes devices used in fire/explosion incidents that indicate regular baggage 
handling operations 
Sensors: 
 Baggage handling line (operating alarm)  
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Video surveillance 
system 

consists of video surveillance cameras that could be used to display the incident area 
to the operator 

Flight information 
display system 
(FIDS) 

consists of monitors that could be used to display additional information to the 
evacuees 

Table 1 Overview of sensor/actuator devices 
 

Stakeholders and their roles 
 
Role models that are considered relevant for implementation and testing of the SOFIA system 
are: 

 Operator at Control Room  

 Emergency Manager (Deputy Emergency Manager) 

 Emergency Operations Center (EOC)  

 Other stakeholders (Security Officer, Fire Officer, Police Officer, Anti-diversion 
Expert) 

 

Operator at the control room uses the SOFIA system and receives all notifications and 
suggestions. In some instances, for example when evacuation is needed, the operator needs to 
consult the emergency manager which is usually a person in upper management. During an 
emergency, EOC makes expert decisions on how to deal with the emergency and the operator 
assists them. Finally, various other personnel such as fire officer or police officer have a role 
of confirming emergencies and acquiring additional information like the severity of the 
situation. 

Scenarios	
 
The following tables will show detailed examples of training scenarios. In the first scenario 
an operator receives a call about the possible bomb threat. As a result, bomb squad is notified 
and evacuation procedures are executed. Finally, the bomb is deactivated. 
 
Step Description Time Alert 

level 
Rules 

1 Bomb threat (operator receives  a call about possible bomb 
threat) 

10000ms Alert 2 - 

2 Bomb squad is alerted 12000ms Alert 2 - 
3 Bomb thread is manually entered to the SOFIA system 

including location (if available) 
 Alert 2 1,2,3 

5 SOFIA system asks operator to approve start of evacuation  Alert 2 33 
6 Operator approves the evacuation  Alert 2 34 
7 SOFIA queries evacuation equipment status  Alert 2 34 
8 SOFIA detects automatic door stuck  Alert 2 - 
9 SOFIA starts evacuation route finder with the given input 

parameters (door stuck, bomb threat) 
 Alert 2 34 

10 SOFIA suggests evacuation strategy   Alert 2 37 
11 Evacuation route is confirmed by operator  Alert 2 - 
12 Emergency lighting is turned on  Alert 2 33 
13 People are evacuated 300000ms Alert 2 - 
14 Bomb squad arrives and deactivates the bomb 600000ms Alert 2 - 
15 Bomb is deactivated  NONE = 
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Table 2 Bomb Threat 
 

In this scenario an explosion occurs. Consequently, appropriate organizations, such as police 
and fire department, are notified. The explosion also causes a fire which is then confirmed 
and dealt with by taking measures such as changing the ventilation mode, activating 
sprinklers, etc. The simulators are used to predict the propagation of fire and smoke and its 
impact on evacuation. Finally, people are evacuated and the situation is resolved. 
 
Step Description Time Alert 

level 
Rules 

1 Bomb explosion occurs in the main (east) hall  NONE - 
2 Operator gives confirmation to SOFIA system that Bomb attack 

occurred 
 Alert 3 1 

3 SOFIA system sets area state to bomb attack  Alert 3 23 
 SOFIA system assigns responsible  Alert 3 23 
4 SOFIA system alerts fire, police, rescue and special units  Alert 3 30 
5 EOC is activated  Alert 3 31 
6 Several fire detectors go off in main hall (medium fire)  Alert 3 - 
7 Operator confirms fire  Alert3 - 
8 SOFIA starts simulator  Alert 3 50 
9 SOFIA system activates fire suppression   Alert3 - 
10 Ventilation mode changed for lifts  Alert 3 26 
10.1 Activate self-closing door  Alert 3 27 
10.2 water curtain activation after sprinkler activation  Alert 3 28 
10.3 Increase risk for neighboring areas  Alert 3 43, 44 
11 SOFIA system asks operator to approve start of evacuation  Alert 3 33 
12 Operator approves the evacuation  Alert 3 34 
13 Simulator output is ready  Alert 3 - 
14 SOFIA queries evacuation equipment status  Alert 3 34 
15 All equipment on possible evacuation routes is working 

properly 
 Alert 3 - 

16 SOFIA starts evacuation route finder with the given input 
parameters (bomb attack, fire, simulator output) 

 Alert 3 34 

17 SOFIA suggests evacuation strategy   Alert 3 37 
 Evacuation routes are confirmed by operator  Alert 3 - 
18 SOFIA system brings elevator to safe floor  Alert 3 35 
19 Emergency lighting is turned on  Alert 2 36 
20 People are evacuated 300000ms Alert 3 - 
21 Another bomb explodes in the passport control area for arriving 

passenger 
 Alert 3 - 

22 Due to intelligent evacuation through west hall more fatalities 
were avoided 

 Alert 3 - 

23 Forces arrive and bring situation under control  Alert 3 - 
24 After several hours situation is resolved  NONE - 
Table 3 Bomb Attack 
 

In this scenario, dangerous gasses are detected in the electrical room. Immediately upon 
detection, alarm is raised and responsible personnel are notified. The system determines the 
best evacuation strategy, which is accepted by the operator. Emergency paths are lit, and 
people are evacuated. Finally, the situation is fully resolved by the hazard material squad. 
 
Step Description Time Alert Rules 
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level 
1 Dangerous gasses are detected in the electrical room  NONE 4 
2 SOFIA system raises the alarm  Alert 2 5 
3 EOC is prepared  Alert 2 29 
4 Hazard material squad is informed  Alert 2 30 
5 SOFIA system asks operator to approve start of evacuation  Alert 2 33 
6 Operator approves the evacuation  Alert 2 34 
7 SOFIA queries evacuation equipment status  Alert 2 34 
8 SOFIA starts evacuation route finder with the given input 

parameters (escalator direction, bomb threat) 
 Alert 2 34, 

modif
y 

9 SOFIA suggests evacuation strategy   Alert 2 37 
10 Emergency lighting is turned on  Alert 2 36 
11 People are evacuated  Alert 2 - 
12 Hazard material squad arrives and decontaminates the area  Alert 2 - 
13 Area is decontaminated  NONE - 
Table 4 Spill/Evaporation of Hazard Material 
 

Repeating	patterns	
 

While developing the scenarios we identified some patterns that may appear in multiple 
scenarios. Therefore, they can serve as building blocks in the future scenarios. The first one is 
start and detection of the fire which will appear in any fire related scenario as well as in some 
bomb or explosion scenarios. The fire starts and potentially causes some of the nearby 
equipment to malfunction, it is then detected and operator and responsible personnel are 
notified. The example is given below. 
 
Step Description time Alert 

level 
Rules 

1 Baggage handling lines located in the sorting room are blocked 
(possible reason malfunction/explosion) 

400-
2100ms 

None - 

2 Fire starts in the sorting room (cased by the baggage handling 
line malfunction/explosion); 

2150ms None - 

3 Two fire detectors in the sorting room go off 3500/ 
4100ms 

Alert 1 - 

4 SOFIA system detects a fire and raises the alarm 4500ms Alert 1 6,7 
5 Operator and airport personnel are alerted 5000ms Alert 1 ? 
Table 5 Start of the fire 
 

In every scenario involving fire, smoke and evacuation, simulators are used to predict the fire 
and smoke propagation as well as its effect on people during the evacuation, thus enabling the 
determination of the best possible strategy. 
 
Step Description time Alert 

level 
Rules 

1 Simulator is started to calculate smoke propagation and 
simulate evacuation 

0ms Alert 2 50 

2 Simulator provides output 60000ms Alert 2 51 
Table 6 Simulator involvement 
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Whenever the system concludes that the evacuation is needed, it has to suggest it to the 
operator (evacuation cannot be initiated automatically by the system, involvement of humans 
is needed in these situations). The operator approves evacuation after consulting the 
management and the system then executes appropriate actions, such as bringing elevators to 
safe floors (in case of fire), determining evacuation routes based on the simulation and 
lighting the emergency paths.  
 
Step Description time Alert 

level 
Rules 

1 SOFIA system asks operator to approve start of evacuation  Alert 3  
2 Operator approves the evacuation  Alert 3  
3 SOFIA system brings elevator to safe floor  Alert 3 32 
4 SOFIA queries evacuation equipment state    
5 SOFIA starts evacuation route finder with given input 

parameters (equipment state, category, simulator output) 
 Alert 3 34 

6 SOFIA suggests evacuation strategy which does consider 
simulator output 

 Alert 3  

7 Emergency lighting is turned on  Alert 3 31 
Table 7 Evacuation in case of fire 
 
In other cases such as bomb threat or bomb attack, the situation will be slightly different. 
 
Step Description time Alert 

level 
Rules 

1 SOFIA system asks operator to approve start of evacuation  Alert 2 33 
2 Operator approves the evacuation  Alert 2 34 
3 SOFIA queries evacuation equipment state  Alert 2 34 
4 SOFIA starts evacuation route finder with given input 

parameters (equipment state, bomb thread, simulator output) 
 Alert 2 34 

5 SOFIA suggests evacuation strategy which does consider 
simulator output 

 Alert 2 37 

Table 8 Evacuation in case of bomb threat 
 
Step Description time Alert 

level 
Rules 

1 SOFIA system asks operator to approve start of evacuation  Alert 3 33 
2 Operator approves the evacuation  Alert 3 34 
3 SOFIA queries evacuation equipment state  Alert 3 34 
4 SOFIA starts evacuation route finder with given input 

parameters (equipment state, bomb attack, simulator output) 
 Alert 3 34 

5 SOFIA suggests evacuation strategy which does consider 
simulator output 

 Alert 3 37 

6 Emergency lighting is turned on  Alert 3 31 
Table 9 Evacuation of bomb attack 

Conclusions	
 

The report gives an overview of the layout of the terminal T-2 of the “Nikola Tesla” airport 
in Belgrade on which the scenarios are based. Technical systems that are considered while 
defining the scenarios are also described (information about the devices belonging to each of 
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the systems are given). The description of the airport is concluded with information about the 
stakeholders and their roles. 
 
Provided scenarios are explained in natural language with detailed information given in the 
tables. Patterns that may appear in multiple scenarios and serve as building blocks for any 
future scenarios are identified and explained. Having in mind all the information presented in 
this report, the main issues in emergency management at airports are: 

 Detection, confirmation and localization of the emergency 
 Notification of relevant personnel and organizations 
 Automatic reactions 
 Evacuation of people 
 Use of simulators to determine the propagation of fire and smoke and its effects on 

evacuation 
 Determination of the best possible evacuation strategy 

 
Therefore, the crucial elements of the SOFIA system from the perspective of emergency 
management are: 

 Simulators: simulators are needed to predict the future state and make better 
decisions 

 Automatic reactions and decision support: emergencies put stress on the operator 
due to high risks and alarm avalanches, therefore a system needs to react 
automatically whenever it is possible and assist the operator as much as possible 
otherwise 

 Graphical User Interface: user interface has to be clear, clutter-free and emphasize 
the most important information to the operator. 

 Training scenarios: realistic scenarios are needed so that emergency personnel can 
be trained appropriately 

 
The most relevant and most descriptive scenarios were defined and explained in detail. 
Additionally, repeating patterns and information about the building layout, technical systems 
and stakeholders can serve as a basis for development of new scenarios.  
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Review of the technical solution 

OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS FOR 
AIRPORTS 

 
 
 
This technical document defines operational scenarios for airports. The work is 
based on the “Nikola Tesla” airport in Belgrade. The geometric layout of the airport 
building (the whole terminal T-2), technical equipment (fire protection system, 
emergency lighting system, evacuation and access control, smoke extraction 
system, etc.) and different stakeholders have been taken into account, thus 
ensuring that the scenarios are realistic.  
 
Scenarios are clear and easy to understand and they contain details about every 
significant moment during the scenario. They show that taking a novel approach 
such as using simulations to predict future developments will play crucial role in the 
future emergency management systems. One can also realize that a lot of actions 
happen automatically and that different stakeholders must communicate in order to 
resolve emergencies efficiently. The report also showed that parts of the scenarios 
defined here can be reused and combined in order to create new scenarios.  
 
The main issues in the emergency management, as well as the critical elements of 
the future SOFIA system, namely automatic reactions and decision support, 
graphical user interface, training scenarios, and the innovative approach of using 
simulations to predict future developments have been identified, thus providing 
guidelines for improvements and work on the next generation emergency 
management systems. 
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